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Kärcher: Two new cordless vacuum cleaners 
for small and large households  
 
Powerful and simply practical for 
singles and families 

Winnenden, July 2021 – Kärcher is extending the range of its cordless 
devices with two new battery-powered vacuum cleaners, which are 
offered with different equipment. Whether singles, couples or families, 
they all find the idea of having a light vacuum cleaner in the household 
practical, as it is quickly ready for use and suitable for quick intermediate 
cleaning, as well as for the weekly house cleaning. With the VC 4 
Cordless myHome and VC 6 Cordless ourFamily battery-powered 
vacuum cleaners, Kärcher satisfies the desire for such flexible devices 
and provides a solution for every household. The devices are so powerful 
and durable that they can compete effortlessly with corded vacuum 
cleaners without problem. Without bothersome cables and without a 
device to be dragged along, both models offer maximum freedom of 
movement. 
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Whereas the fully charged VC 4 Cordless myHome can reach a period of 
use of around half an hour, the more powerful model VC 6 Cordless 
ourFamily achieves a runtime of approx. 50 minutes. This device is also 
equipped with a highly effective HEPA 12 filter (EN 1822:1998), which 
retains even the tiniest dirt particles. The bagless filter system of the two 
vacuum cleaners can be emptied quickly and simply, and eliminates the 
need to purchase replacement filters.  

The entire technology – battery, suction turbine, filter and the dirt 
container – is accommodated in the very compact handpiece. The battery 
charge level can also be read off here. For minor cleaning tasks, the 
devices can be quickly converted to handheld vacuum cleaners by 
detaching the suction tube. 

The suction power can be adjusted to different surfaces and kinds of dirt 
in two stages and with an additional turbo mode. The active floor nozzle 
of the vacuum cleaner is driven by its own electric motor – for even more 
effective dirt pick-up on hard floors and on textile surfaces. All available 
floor nozzles have an impact guard made of soft plastic at the front to 
prevent damage to furniture and other objects. The wide floor nozzle of 
the VC 6 Cordless ourFamily is in particular suitable for the quick 
cleaning of large areas and is additionally equipped with an LED light. 
Dust and dirt can thus be better detected and vacuumed up in dark 
areas, for example when vacuuming under cupboards. 

Storage of the devices requires very little space. They can be mounted 
on the wall in niches and also in cupboards. The vacuum cleaner is then 
kept out of sight, but at all times charged up and ready at hand. 

Both devices are offered in a yellow standard and in a white premium 
version with additional accessories. For the VC 6 Cordless Premium 
ourFamily, among other things a second battery for double runtime, as 
well as air filters and a filter cleaning tool, are also available.  
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VC 6 Cordless 
(Premium) ourFamily

VC 4 Cordless 
(Premium) myHome

Volume dirt tank 0,8 l 0,65 l

Battery voltage (V) 25.2  21.6 

Battery charging 

time (min)
235 345

Noise level ((db)A) < 78 < 78

Runtime (min)
50 min (normal mode) /  

11 min (boost mode)

30 min (normal mode) 

/ 18 min (boost mode)

Weight (kg) 2.6 kg 2.4 kg

Equipment

Wall bracket with 
integrated charging 

function, nozzle light, 
Boost mode, active floor 

nozzle, HEPA 12 filter 
(EN 1822:1998) 

Premium: Second 
battery included in 
scope of delivery, 

second air inlet filter, 
filter cleaning tool

Wall bracket, Boost 
mode, active floor 
nozzle, foam filter 

Premium: Second air 
inlet filter, filter 
cleaning tool
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Kärcher presents two new battery-powered vacuum cleaners that are 
suitable both for quick intermediate cleaning and for the weekly house 
cleaning. 

 

 
The first thing you notice is the slim and practical design. The entire 
technology is accommodated in the very compact handpiece, which 
means it can also be used as a handheld vacuum cleaner. 
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The new devices are powerful and durable, and thus suitable both for 
quick intermediate cleaning and for the weekly house cleaning.


